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sprinting. According
to a recent study by Ranier Research, 70
percent of youth leave church by the time they are 22 years
old. Barna Group estimates that 80 percent of those reared in
the church will be “disengaged” by the time they are 29 years
old. Unlike earlier generations of church dropouts, these
“leavers” are unlikely to seek out alternative forms of
Christian community such as home churches and small
groups. When they leave church, many leave the faith as
well. Drawing on recent research and in-depth interviews with
young leavers, Generation Ex-Christian will shine a light on
this crisis and propose effective responses that go beyond
slick services or edgy outreach. But it won’t be easy.
Christianity is regarded with suspicion by the younger
generation. Those who leave the faith are often downright
cynical. To make matters worse, parents generally react
poorly when their children go astray. Many sink into a
defensive crouch or go on the attack, delivering homespun
fire-and-brimstone sermons that further distance their grown
children. Others give up completely or take up the spiritualsounding “all we can do is pray” mantra without truly
exploring creative ways to engage their children on matters of
faith. Some turn to their churches for help, only to find that
they frequently lack adequate resources to guide them. This
is where Generation Ex-Christian will lend a hand. It will equip
and inspire parents, church leaders, and everyday Christians
to reawaken the prodigal's desire for God and set him or her
back on the road to a dynamic faith. The heart of the book will
be the raw profiles of real-world, young ex-Christians. No two
leavers are identical, but upon close observation some
categories emerge. The book will identify seven different
kinds of leavers (the postmodern skeptic, the drifter, the
neopagan, etc.) and offer practical advice for how to connect
with each type. Shrewd tips will also intersperse the chapters
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The Other Half of Church
Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will Thank You
For Positive Motivation Notebooks creates mainly high-quality
notebooks which inspire and gives motivation for our
customers , our products also can be useful as a diary.
Besides our products may be a place to keep your daily to-do
lists, shopping and grocery lists etc. You can keep notes ,
write down your thoughts and important things such as date
of meeting or essential exam , and much more! . Our
notebooks cover contain flowers composition , mountain and
water landscape , and inspiring photos . Every product has a
different unique message, motivational quotes ,and design.
Little notebook to write in , for inspire writing , for creation of
lists , for Scheduling . For Organizing and Recording your
way of thinking and thoughts. Makes an excellent gift idea for
birthdays, Christmas Time , promotion , graduation or any
special occasion. -Greatly well-made sized at 6x 9 -110 page
-Softcover bookbinding -Flexible paperback

Punch Doubt in the Face
As a millennial, you're not only a member of the largest
generation in the United States but a member of a generation
that, if not careful, may end up in a worse financial position
than their parents. Financial illiteracy, a lack of money
management concepts, and no education on proper financial
planning are an epidemic that threatens the future of every
millennial. Imagine for a minute, a future where you wake up
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comes
with a steady income and responsible
spending habits. Imagine the calm you'd carry understanding
that you're following a plan designed to create your future
wealth. In this book I will help you to define your vision of
wealth and how you can attain it. I will lay out the building
blocks as to how you can create a solid financial plan that will
allow you to live the life that you desire, in a realistic period of
time. I wrote this book because I want to help all millennials
understand the scale of our problems and that once we
accept them, we can establish the necessary building blocks
to change our future for the better. In this book, I'll give you
jaw-dropping statistics, a few simple exercises to complete,
and the knowledge and ability to understand the basic
concepts of financial planning as well as the tools to build
yourself a wealthier future. I wrote this book to serve as a
conversation on building wealth and taking control of your
finances and the advice I give you, can be used for the rest of
your life. Trust me, your future self will thank you.

A Woman's Guide to Personal Discipline
The days of sticking with a single career path until our golden
years of retirement are gone. In the last ten years, the world
of work has changed significantly. But the career advice
you’ve been given since you were a kid hasn’t. Enter Nicolle
Merrill, four-time (and counting) career-changer, professional
reinventor, and author. In Punch Doubt in the Face: How to
Upskill, Change Careers, and Beat the Robots, Nicolle
translates the future of work into a roadmap to a better career
and professional empowerment. Grounded in her belief that
our careers are like a Choose Your Own Adventure book—full
of possibilities, new paths, and the occasional
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futurists. You’ll
a new career that fits your lifestyle,
learn how to attain the skills needed to thrive in the workplace
of the future, and go on a professional adventure or
two—regardless of your age or your industry. Read this book.
Your future self will thank you.

The Willpower Instinct
This stylish notebook and writing journal has 110 pages with
lines. Our notebooks and journals are perfect for personal
use, work, or as a gift for any occasion, for family or friends.
Get yours today! Specification: Cover Finish: Matte
Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Pages: 110 with lines
Cover: Soft, matte cover Check out our other stylish
notebooks and find the perfect one for yourself or as a gift for
a loved one. Our notebooks come in many sizes and graphics
so you can use them at school, at work or at home. No doubt
you will find the right one for yourself!

Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will
Thank You For: My Next 90 Days
The founder and CEO of Onnit, the mega lifestyle brand and
one of the fastest growing companies in the country, teaches
us how one single day of positive choices leads to a lifetime
of concrete strategies for better living, optimal performance,
and a stronger mind, body, and spirit. Human optimization
thought leader Aubrey Marcus’s personal and professional
mission rests on a single question: How can we get the most
out of our body and mind on a daily basis? Marcus answers
that question in Own the Day, Own Your Life an empowering
handbook that guides readers to optimize every moment of
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night. With small, actionable changes
implemented throughout the course of one day, we can feel
better, perform more efficiently, and live happier. And these
daily habits turn into weekly routines, ultimately becoming
part of lifelong healthy choices. From workouts and diet to
inbox triage, mindfulness, shower temperature, and sex, this
ground-breaking manual provides simple strategies for each
element of your day. Drawing from the latest studies and
traditional practices from around the world, Own the Day,
Own Your Life delivers an optimization philosophy, including
cutting-edge life-hacking tips, nutritional expertise, brain
upgrades, and fitness regiments. Own the Day, Own Your
Life is a must-have "choose-your-own-adventure" guide for
the everyman and everywoman—packed with pragmatic and
effective strategies that empower you to enjoy your life, take
charge of your health, and own the day.

Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will
Thank You F
If laughter is the best medicine then these hysterical
reflections on church life will bring joy and encouragement.
Funny things happen in churchreally funny things. And
laughing about them can be one of the most healing, healthy,
and encouraging things a pastor, church leader, or church
member can do. This fun resource will provide instant laughs
by bringing together some of the best “Church Laughs”
content from Leadership Journal, Christianity Today’s
magazine for church leaders. High-quality, witty, silly, and justplain funny cartoons and amusing anecdotes are also
included. Let My People Laugh will bless and minister to folks
in a way that sermons sometime can’t!
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Future Self is the ultimate self-analytical, therapeutic, goalsetting process that is completely under your control. Future
Self engages and draws upon your own innate wisdom, using
today's digital technology in a revolutionary, new, truly
interactive way.With Future Self, you'll learn: How to use your
phone to recharge yourselfin 30 seconds & take control of
your life. How to use flowments to consciously travel forward
in time. How to save $4,972 on your next transformational
seminar. Get Future Self: $28! Forget your selfieget into your
self, your Future Self.! MORE THAN
INFORMATIONPERSONAL EVOLUTION.GET HIGH
ONYOURSELF.With Future Self you will find out:Who you
were. Who you are. Who you willbecome. And most
importantly:How to do it, startingnow!Future Self, the book
that always tells the story ofyour life.

Future Self
Your best intentions are not enough. Learn to scientifically
engineer a disciplined life, become relentless, and never give
up. Whatever you want in your life, self-discipline is the
missing piece. Goals will remain dreams if you make the
mistake of relying on motivation and your best drawn plans.
The Science of Self-Discipline is a deep look into what allows
us to resist our worst impulses and simply execute, achieve,
produce, and focus. Every principle is scientifically-driven and
dissected to as be actionable and helpful as possible. You’ll
learn how top performers consistently exercise self-discipline,
as well as what drives us on an instinctual, psychological
level to act. This isn’t just a book; it’s a roadmap to the
human psyche and will allow you to accomplish exactly what
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and the true roots of self-discipline,
you’ll be able to rise above your temporary discomfort and
focus on what really matters. Discover every factor that
impacts self-discipline for better or worse. Break free of
excuses, distractions, laziness, and temptations. Peter Hollins
has studied psychology and peak human performance for
over a dozen years and is a bestselling author. He has
worked with dozens of individuals to unlock their potential and
path towards success. His writing draws on his academic,
coaching, and research experience. Beat instant gratification
and create limitless motivation. •The biological basis of selfdiscipline - and why it’s beneficial to you. •Discipline tactics
for high performers such as Navy SEALs. •Diagnosing what
motivates you, what drains you, and what moves you
emotionally. •Engineering an environment and social circle
that boosts self-discipline. Form productive habits to increase
your focus, strengthen your resolve, and stop giving up from
boredom or frustration. •Why choosing two marshmallows
over one matters. •Four questions for any potential lapse in
willpower. •The interplay between habits, motivation, and selfdiscipline. Self-discipline and willpower will fundamentally
change your life.

Ask a Manager
Looking for a motivational notebook? This attractive green
turquoise journal will look great on your desk and can help
inspire you no matter what it is you wish to achieve. The front
cover has the quote "Do Something Today That Your Future
Self Will Thank You For: Our actions and decisions today will
shape the life we will have in the future." A wonderful gift for
anyone who loves to write. It's a unique journal ready to
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notebook with
soft high-quality matt cover Unique green
background with soft yellow lettering Filled with 120 pages
(60 sheets) of bright white lined paper Perfect for story
writing, poetry, journaling, note-taking and more Enjoy the
therapeutic value of journaling as you use this notebook for a
daily diary as you track your personal goals and
achievements. Or it could be great for charting and planning
tasks, documenting your dreams and plans for the future
Other uses include: gratitude journal, fitness journal, food
journal, idea journal, reading journal, project journal, poetry
journal, prayer journal, travel journal, and the list goes on
Whether you keep it for yourself or gift it to a friend it's a
beautiful journal. So go ahead and add this cute journal
notebook to your cart now or save it to your wish list for later.
Wondering about a gift for the person who has everything?
You just found it! A terrific gift for under $10 Don't forget to
check out the other fun journal designs by this author.

Do Something Now That Your Future Self Will
Thank You For
300 Page Dotted Bullet JournalThis 300 page, fun whimsical
blank lined journal idea book is perfect for kids or adults to
write and or doodle your brightest ideas no matter how
impossible they seem or sound. Suitable for children, teens or
adults with big imaginations. With 300 blank dotted pages,
there's lots of space to capture, draw, imagine, hash out and
work through your thoughts. Makes a great creative gift for
anyone with a mind full of great ideas. Can also be used for
organizing daily, weekly or other activities, bullet journaling,
creating lists or just plain doodling. Bullet journal grid dotted,
Bullet journal Funny, bullet grid journal, dot grid bullet journal,
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Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will
Thank You For
Based on Stanford University psychologist Kelly McGonigal's
wildly popular course "The Science of Willpower," The
Willpower Instinct is the first book to explain the new science
of self-control and how it can be harnessed to improve our
health, happiness, and productivity. Informed by the latest
research and combining cutting-edge insights from
psychology, economics, neuroscience, and medicine, The
Willpower Instinct explains exactly what willpower is, how it
works, and why it matters. For example, readers will learn:
Willpower is a mind-body response, not a virtue. It is a
biological function that can be improved through mindfulness,
exercise, nutrition, and sleep. Willpower is not an unlimited
resource. Too much self-control can actually be bad for your
health. Temptation and stress hijack the brain's systems of
self-control, but the brain can be trained for greater willpower
Guilt and shame over your setbacks lead to giving in again,
but self-forgiveness and self-compassion boost self-control.
Giving up control is sometimes the only way to gain selfcontrol. Willpower failures are contagious—you can catch the
desire to overspend or overeat from your friends—but you can
also catch self-control from the right role models. In the
groundbreaking tradition of Getting Things Done, The
Willpower Instinct combines life-changing prescriptive advice
and complementary exercises to help readers with goals
ranging from losing weight to more patient parenting, less
procrastination, better health, and greater productivity at
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Own the Day, Own Your Life
To make the journey into the Now we will need to leave our
analytical mind and its false created self, the ego, behind.
From the very first page of Eckhart Tolle's extraordinary book,
we move rapidly into a significantly higher altitude where we
breathe a lighter air. We become connected to the
indestructible essence of our Being, “The eternal, ever
present One Life beyond the myriad forms of life that are
subject to birth and death.” Although the journey is
challenging, Eckhart Tolle uses simple language and an easy
question and answer format to guide us. A word of mouth
phenomenon since its first publication, The Power of Now is
one of those rare books with the power to create an
experience in readers, one that can radically change their
lives for the better.

Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will
Thank You For Lined Journal
Despite promises of “fast and easy” results from slick
marketers, real personal growth is neither fast nor easy. The
truth is that hard work, courage, and self-discipline are
required to achieve meaningful results—results that are not
attained by those who cling to the fantasy of achievement
without effort. Personal Development for Smart People
reveals the unvarnished truth about what it takes to
consciously grow as a human being. As you read, you’ll learn
the seven universal principles behind all successful growth
efforts (truth, love, power, oneness, authority, courage, and
intelligence); as well as practical, insightful methods for
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how to become the conscious creator of
your life instead of feeling hopelessly adrift, enjoy a fulfilling
career that honors your unique self-expression, attract
empowering relationships with loving, compatible partners,
wake up early feeling motivated, energized, and enthusiastic,
achieve inspiring goals with disciplined daily habits and much
more! With its refreshingly honest yet highly motivating style,
this fascinating book will help you courageously explore,
creatively express, and consciously embrace your
extraordinary human journey.

The Common Rule
The Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will Thank
You For: The Classic, Unique, Blank, Motivational Notebook
is a beautifully produced, matte blank notebook, complete
with 110 pages of unlined white paper which is ideal for those
who want to write down their everyday goals, thoughts that
come to mind, book ideas or just reminders. It is suitable for
anyone and would make the perfect gift for birthdays,
anniversaries or anything else, to be used for: School work At
university or college At work At home On the move Or just
about anywhere Writing down our deepest thoughts and
returning to them when doubt creeps in, can help to keep us
motivated when we need it most. With the Do Something
Today That Your Future Self Will Thank You For: The
Classic, Unique, Blank, Motivational Notebook you have
something that can be carried easily and will help you to
maintain your inspiration wherever you may be.
Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9"
(15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Blank, White Paper, Unlined
Pages: 110 Stay Positive And Motivated When Negativity
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Stop Faking It, Start Making It
You’ll Never Make a Decision the Same Way Again Should I
take this job? Buy this house? Marry this person? We ask
questions every day about the choices we face. But are we
asking the most important question of all? In Ask It, Andy
Stanley identifies the one question that makes it easy to
determine the answer to all other questions. You’ll learn how
to make decisions with confidence simply by applying the
question that brings clarity to life’s most challenging
decisions.

Your Future Self Will Thank You
This best-selling and award-winning Bible study series has
been completely updated and revised for the new millennium.
This volume helps readers learn self-control in five crucial
areas: speech, body, desires, appetite, and finances. 6
SESSIONS.

Someday Is Not a Day in the Week
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the
workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice from the creator of the
popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called
“the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplaceadvice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
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tackles the tough discussions you may
need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say
when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for
it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit
“reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being
managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A mustread for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils
down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward
manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter
where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge fan
of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even
better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing
big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with
grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton,
Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and
The Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice
and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the book I wish
I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or even,
let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York
Times bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not
Giving a F*ck

Be Obsessed Or Be Average
“A needed corrective to self-indulgent Christianity.” Philip
Yancey “A stirring challenge.” Lee Strobel “A strong antidote
against a domesticated God.” Matthew Lee Anderson When
was the last time you were overawed by God’s majesty?
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our shallow,
self-centered age, things like truth and
reverence might seem outdated, lost. Yet we’re restless. And
our failed attempts to ease our unrest point to an ancient
ache for an experience of the holy. Drew Dyck makes a
compelling case that what we seek awaits us in the untamed
God of Scripture—a God who is dangerous yet accessible,
mysterious yet powerfully present. He is a God who beckons
us to see him with a fresh, unfiltered gaze. Yawning at Tigers
takes us past domesticated Christianity, into the wilds where
God’s raw majesty, love, and power become more real and
transformative than we could ever imagine.

Your Future Self Will Thank You
The “anti–Biggest Loser” handbook for realistic, lifelong
health: a motivational handbook with realistic strategies and
practical information to help readers initiate and then follow
through and adopt a long-term healthy lifestyle.

The Voices We Carry
Bullet Journal For Everyone This journal is designed for
beginners to experienced bullet journals. Whether you are
starting out or into your 6th journals, this journals is there for
you. Notebook Features: ?Ample space for you to have up to
1 years worth of journaling ?200 pages of dotted lines
?5.5"x8.5" size, but it easily fits into a backpack. Suitable For:
Back to School Supplies Young Adults Adults Serial
Journalist Please be sure to click on our author name under
the book title to check out our other listings!

Ask It
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90 days! Accepting a 90 day challenge? Use this Planner to
stay on track! Each day there is room to record the date,
appointments, goals, to do list, a menu and a full page to
journal your thoughts, ideas etc. Stay organized - 90 days at
a time. It's the perfect gift for the busy person. Be appreciated
- give the gift of organization! Daily Planner 8" x 10" (20.32 x
25.4 cm) Black & White on White paper 185 pages.

The Grumbler's Guide to Giving Thanks
This book will keep you from living in fear of what’s to come
for the end times and, instead, embrace God’s blessings on
your family, finances, and your faith.

The Science of Self-Discipline
"The Value of Debt in Building Wealth will greatly expand
upon and go beyond the ideas presented in The Value of
Debt by framing out debt strategies for individuals who are
generally between 25 and 40 years old and in the first stages
of accumulating debt. Topics discussed in the book include: Debt-to-Asset versus Debt-to-Income ratios: where they
intersect, how they tend to move over time, and how these
ratios can help guide individuals and families - Rent versus
buy; a detailed discussion and analysis - A discussion of
student debt and what to do with it - Debt overlay vis-. is
one's investment portfolio: where should you direct your cash
flow funds? A debate, discussion, and flow chart - Maximizing
retirement-related investment opportunities--starting early
matters - Saving for children's college and graduate
education - The importance of liquidity, and why individuals
should be willing to pay for it - The importance of lines of
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Jane Two
A little book about goal setting, prioritizing, and managing
your time during the challenging mama years For all the tired
AF moms who are constantly saying, "I don't have time", this
book is for you. Through humorous stories, actionable steps,
time-saving tips, and some tough love motivation, Marisa
Volpe Lonic will have you laughing, crying, and relating to it
all. If you've been looking for the time you've been missing
since becoming a mom and want to prioritize you back into
your life, this book will show you how to get it, own it, and
make it work for you. Get ready to become a time momager.
"A must read for any mom facing the daily struggles of
balancing it all. Get ready to be inspired, motivated, and
empowered in ways you didn't think possible." -Mona, mom of
2 "Time Momagement is life changing. I never imagined a
different way to live my hectic life as a working mom. Marisa
outlines specific and efficient ways to make your time count
for you." -Gina, mom of 2 "You will find yourself laughing,
crying, and saying "that's me"! Find the time to read this book;
you will thank yourself in the morning!" -Barbara, mom of 3
Balancing mom life, wife life, work life, fill-in-the-blank life is
not only something Marisa Volpe Lonic does, but also writes
about on her site Mama Work It (www.mamaworkit.com). You
can follow her @letmamaworkit on Instagram and Facebook.

Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will
Thank You for
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from Columbus to the present, Howard Zinn includes
substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and Bush years
and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment
and vigorous style mean it will be compelling reading for
under-graduate and post-graduate students and scholars in
American social history and American studies, as well as the
general reader.

Time Momagement
Harnessing the power of self-control for people who like cake,
hate push-ups, and aren't robots Admittedly, self-control may
be the least-coveted fruit of the Spirit. But the truth is that
people who are successful at self-control have freer, happier
lives, and we all want that. After all, our bad habits--from the
slight to the serious--bring with them a host of negative
emotions, take up our time, and keep us from being the best
version of ourselves. Sure, self-control is hard, but it doesn't
have to be that hard. Your Future Self Will Thank You is a
compassionate and humorous guide to reclaiming your
willpower based on the Bible and brain science. It shares
proven, practical strategies for success, as well as biblical
principles that will help you along the way. Whether you want
to lose a few pounds, conquer addiction, or kick your nailbiting habit, this book will help you get motivated, stay
motivated, and achieve your goals. Get the help you need to
be freer, happier, and more successful. Your future self will
thank you!

Eyes Wide Open
Trade Grumbling for Gratitude—Experience God like Never
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and thankful in everything. And when he
said everything—he meant everything. We can all agree that
this is easier said than done. Disappointments and discontent
may cause you to slip into dissatisfaction, and grumbling
becomes a state of mind—gratitude seems impossible to find.
However, what if this is the precise reason you lack the joy of
a God-filled life? Instead of a reaction to when things are
going well, what if gratitude is actually necessary to knowing
the hope of our gracious God? This is exactly what Pastor
Dustin Crowe identifies in The Grumbler’s Guide to Giving
Thanks. Dustin examines the biblical foundations of
thankfulness and traces how it can reshape every-day
Christian living. When we express gratitude in all things, we
not only praise our Creator, we also get to know Him better.
With The Grumbler’s Guide, you’ll learn how to practice
thanksgiving in both simple and extraordinary ways, even
when you’re tempted to dwell on the negative. You’ll find
your outlook on life realigned to see the hand of God in
everything, strengthening your trust in Him. And in doing so,
you’ll find greater, more joy-filled reasons to continue
expressing thanks to our good and generous God.

Finding Your Fit
"Inspired me to ask myself why and to stop postponing the
forgotten dreams." —Geneen Roth, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Women Food and God and This Messy
Magnificent Life Full of inspirational insights and advice,
lifehacks, and real-world examples, Someday is Not a Day in
the Week is CEO Sam Horn’s motivational guide to help
readers get what they want in life today rather than
"someday." Are you: • Working, working, working? • Busy
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with the rest
of your
life? • Planning to do what makes you
happy someday when you have more time, money, or
freedom? What if someday never happens? As the Buddha
said, “The thing is, we think we have time.” Sam Horn is a
woman on a mission about not waiting for SOMEDAY and
this is her manifesto. Her dad’s dream was to visit all the
National Parks when he retired. He worked six to seven days
a week for decades. A week into his long-delayed dream, he
had a stroke. Sam doesn’t want that to happen to you. She
took her business on the road for a Year by the Water. During
her travels, she asked people, “Do you like your life? Your
job? If so, why? If not, why not?” The surprising insights
about what makes people happy or unhappy, what they’re
doing about it (or not), and whywill inspire you to carve out
time for what truly matters now, not later. Life is much too
precious to postpone. It’s time to put yourself in your own
story. The good news is, there are “hacks” you can do right
now to make your life more of what you want it to be. And you
don’t have to be selfish, quit your job, or win the lottery to do
them. Sam Horn offers actionable, practical advice in short,
snappy chapters to show you how to get started on your best
life — now.

The Value of Debt in Building Wealth
The modern world has us addicted to our technology,
shackled by our screens, and exhausted by our routines.
What can we do about it? Justin Earley offers four daily and
four weekly habits, designed to help us create new routines
and transform frazzled days into lives of love for God and
neighbor. As you embark on these life-giving practices, you
will find the freedom and rest for your soul.
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Reclaim Your Headspace and Find Your One True Voice As
a hospital chaplain, J.S. Park encountered hundreds of
patients at the edge of life and death, listening as they
urgently shared their stories, confessions, and final words.
J.S. began to identify patterns in his patients’ lives—patterns
he also saw in his own life. He began to see that the events
and traumas we experience throughout life become
deafening voices that remain within us, even when the events
are far in the past. He was surprised to find that in hearing the
voices of his patients, he began to identify his own voices and
all the ways they could both harm and heal. In The Voices
We Carry, J.S. draws from his experiences as a hospital
chaplain to present the Voices Model. This model explores
the four internal voices of self-doubt, pride, people-pleasing,
and judgment, and the four external voices of trauma, guilt,
grief, and family dynamics. He also draws from his AsianAmerican upbringing to examine the challenges of identity
and feeling “other.” J.S. outlines how to wrestle with our
voices, and even befriend them, how to find our authentic
voice in a world of mixed messages, and how to empower
those who are voiceless. Filled with evidence-based
research, spiritual and psychological insights, and stories of
patient encounters, The Voices We Carry is an inspiring
memoir of unexpected growth, humor, and what matters
most. For those wading through a world of clamor and noise,
this is a guide to find your clear, steady voice.

Personal Development for Smart People
"We're in the middle of an epidemic of average. So-called
onormalo people get up every day, go to work, do what's
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TV. Society tells us that this is what it
means to lead a balanced life. Don't stress too much or work
too hard. Your career isn't everything. But Grant Cardone
thinks this preoccupation with balance has really just given an
excuse to be mediocre. The bestselling author, self-made
multimillionaire, radio and TV personality, and owner of the
Whatever It Takes Network knows that if you want real
success, you have to be obsessed. You have to be hungry
and hyper-focused and insatiable, and not listen to naysayers
who tell you to tone it down. You also have to know how to
harness that obsession so that you can use it to your
advantage. Some of his maxims- - Criticism is easily avoided
by saying nothing, doing nothing, and being nothing. - Never
fear the haters - fear the weak who listen to them. - Most
people are dying at 20 and making it official at 80. Most
people are living their life with nothing to brag or talk about. If
you're looking for someone to coddle you and make excuses
for your lack of success, you've come to the wrong book."

The Power of Now
What are the biggest obstacles to sticking to a workout plan?
You don’t have enough time? It costs too much? You don’t
have enough equipment? You don’t know how to get the
results you want? Now you can set those excuses aside.
Smarter Workouts: The Science of Exercise Made Simple
gives you the solution you need with efficient and effective
workout programs that use only one piece of equipment. You
can work out in a short period of time without spending a lot
of money on expensive equipment or gym memberships—all
while targeting your personal goals. Exercise doesn’t have to
be difficult to figure out. In Smarter Workouts, fitness expert
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what will work best for you. He gives you
access to fat-burning workouts that help you work smarter to
produce real results. First, choose your target: improving
mobility for better balance and coordination, strengthening
your core for better functional movement, or amping up your
metabolism with sweat-inducing conditioning work. Then
select one of seven equipment options to perform your
workout: Bodyweight Dumbbell Kettlebell Medicine ball
Stability ball Sandbag Resistance band Armed with a variety
of exercises and organized plans, you’ll flow quickly through
your workouts, saving precious time and experiencing real
results. Put an end to your frustration and let Smarter
Workouts be your go-to guide for smart, effective workouts.
CE exam available! For certified professionals, a companion
continuing education exam can be completed after reading
this book. The Smarter Workouts Online CE Exam may be
purchased separately or as part of Smarter Workouts With
CE Exam, a package that includes both the book and the
exam.

Do Something That Your Future Self Will Thank
You For
Christian ministries increasingly prioritize urban areas—big
cities and suburbs are considered more strategic, more
influential, and more desirable places to live and work. As a
ministry strategy, focusing on big places makes sense. But
the gospel of Jesus is often unstrategic. Filled with helpful
stories and practical advice, pastor Stephen Witmer lays out
an integrated theological vision for small-place ministry today.

Smarter Workouts
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wasting time online? Why can't I seem to finish my projects?
Or make progress in my spiritual life? Why do I fall for the
same stupid temptations over and over again? When we fail,
its easy to make excuses or blame our circumstances. But
let’s face it: the biggest enemy is usually the one staring
back at us from the mirror every morning. We lack selfcontrol. Self-control isn’t very popular these days. We tend to
think of it as boring, confining, the cop that shows up and
shuts down the party. But the truth is that people who
cultivate this vital virtue lead freer, happier, and more
meaningful lives. After all, our bad habits—from the slight to
the serious—bring a host of painful consequences. Ultimately,
they keep us from becoming the people God created us to
be. Your Future Self Will Thank You is a compassionate and
humorous guide to breaking bad habits and growing your
willpower. It explores Scripture’s teachings on how to live a
disciplined life while offering practical strategies for growth
based on the science of self-control. Whether you want to
deepen your spiritual life, conquer an addiction, or kick your
nail-biting habit, this book will help you get motivated, stay on
track, and achieve your goals. Sure, self-control is hard, but it
doesn’t have to be that hard. Get the help you need to be
freer, happier, and more productive. Your future self will thank
you!

Generation Ex-Christian
A coming of age debut novel from The Boondock Saints and
Young Indiana Jones actor Sean Patrick Flanery. A young
Mickey navigates through the dense Texas humidity of the
70s and out onto the porch every single time his Granddaddy
calls him, where he's presented with the heirloom recipe for
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world cannot
prepare
him to operate correctly in the presence
of a wonderfully beautiful little girl who moves in just behind
his rear fence. How will this magical moment divide Mickey's
life into a "before and after" and permanently change his
motion and direct it down the unpaved road to which only a
lucky few are granted access?

A Big Gospel in Small Places
DeWitt guides you on your personal journey toward enjoying
God in everything. He shows how God designed our craving
for beauty to lead us back to Him.

Yawning at Tigers
This interactive Bible study guides readers through the
Scriptures to deepen the spiritual disciplines of self-control
and perseverance.

Do Something Today That Your Future Self Will
Thank You For
Do Something Now That Your Future Self Will Thank You For
is a meditative and inspirational journal that allows the reader
to cultivate their writing, creativity, and self-motivational
journey through life. This journal helps the reader seek a
positive balance between sorting through life's hectic
moments and taking time to follow dreams. This journal
features brilliantly colored and hand-lettered inspirational
quotes, vibrant geometric images, prompts that ignite
imagination, lists that spark reflection and motivation, and
spaces that nurture creativity. By reflecting on the
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this journal to help make positive changes
in their life. It's the perfect keepsake journal as well as a
timeless gift.

The Speed of Favor
Could brain science be the key to spiritual formation? Why
does true Christian transformation seem fleeting? And why
does church often feel lonely, Christian community shallow,
and leaders untrustworthy? For many Christians, the delight
of encountering Christ eventually dwindles—and
disappointment sets in. Is lasting joy possible? These are
some of the questions Michel Hendricks has considered both
in his experience as a spiritual formation pastor and in his
lifetime as a Christian. He began to find answers when he
met Jim Wilder—a neurotheologian. Using brain science,
Wilder identified that there are two halves of the church: the
rational half and the relational half. And when Christians only
embrace the rational half, churches become unhealthy places
where transformation doesn’t last and narcissistic leaders
flourish. In The Other Half of Church, join Michel and Jim's
journey as they couple brain science with the Bible to identify
how to overcome spiritual stagnation by living a full-brained
faith. You'll also learn the four ingredients necessary to
develop and maintain a vibrant transformational community
where spiritual formation occurs, relationships flourish, and
the toxic spread of narcissism is eradicated.
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